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information (Chapter I I I ) ,  and storage (Chapter IV). This port ion of the book is 
more of a philosophical treatise than either a technical presentat ion of new results 
or of old results from a new viewpoint. The philosophical stand in the remainder 
is, however, a bold and imaginative one. Many portions of the book, part icularly 
the last half of the introduction, Chapters IV and V, should prove exciting and 
st imulat ing reading for anyone who has felt a sense of the mystery about how life 
can be related to the laws of physics and who is willing to show tolerance towards 
the author 's  imprudence in return for being permitted a first glimpse of what 
might just  turn out to be an important  insight. 
MANFRED KOCttEN 
I.B.M. Research Center 
Yorktown Heights, N. Y. 
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I t  is hardly necessary to mention that  Professor L6on Bri l louin belongs to 
that  great breed of scientists of whom there are so few in the mid-twentieth 
century. To a sohd-state physicist, he is one of the founding fathers of this new, 
prospering realm of physics. To an expert of stat ist ical  mechanics, his two-volume 
textbook has been a bible for decades. To a specialist in Information Theory, 
Bri l louin's name is almost synonymous with the part icular school of Information 
Theory whose emphasis is on the side of physics rather than on the side of com- 
municat ion.  To an experimental physicist, his experiments on Brownian motion 
may not be unknown. To many of those who apply mathematics to their  scientific 
researches, the bri l l iant textbooks wr i t ten by Bri]touin are an enl ightening uide. 
To engineers, many of Bri l louin's works have been ready for direct application. 
To those who attended his lectures at the Collhge de France (of whom the present 
reviewer was one), he was a perfect eacher, lucid, profound, and understanding. 
But,  above all these qualifications, Bri l louin is a "Scientist," who has not only 
produced many creative works in his own field of specialization but who has 
mainta ined competent understanding of all branches of science, and who has 
never neglected to form a coherent, over-all view of human civil ization. 
The book reviewed here is a collection of seven almost independent chapters, 
most of which have previously been publ ished as separate magazine articles. 
Taken as a whole, however, they const i tute a story with a definite cont inuity of 
plot, reflecting a chain of thought  pursued by the author from 1946 to 1959. Ad- 
mittedly,  a considerable amount of retouching on older articles has been done 
at the t ime of compilation of the material  as a book. Yet, i t  is quite amazing that  
the author wrote the very first article of 1949 (Chapter I of this book) like a novel- 
ist start ing a new novel without a definite plan for the denouement who, none- 
theless, knows how to complete the story with coherence and harmony. The 
denouement of Bri l louin's book, however, is not just a happy ending to close the 
entire case. I t  puts forward, modest as his words may sound, a definite message--  
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a well-founded enunciation of the deterministic view of nature, challenging scien- 
tists of the future to open an entirely new approach in their mathematical descrip- 
tion of natural phenomena. Those who have read with admiration Brillouin's 
famous book, Science and Information Theory, Academic Press, New York, 1956, 
will be delighted to find here the real deep-rooted motivations, explained in plain 
language, which were working behind his series of studies on the principle of 
negentropy. Those who have not read the above-mentioned book may be able to 
take a quick and enlightening limpse at Brillouin's philosophy in the present 
book. This book, having been published in 1959, of course, contains some new 
developments of the author's thoughts after the publication of his 1956 book. 
He starts with a century-old question: how to reconcile biological phenomena 
with the second law of thermodynamics. In this master's hand, this old and 
confusion-laden question is formulated and analyzed with amazing clarity and 
precision. In brief, his view seems to be that the phenomena of life do not violate 
the entropy principle but lie on the fringe of the domain of validity of this prin- 
ciple. It  has often been stated by various scientists that the living body is an 
open system, hence the entropy of such a system need not obey the law of non- 
decrease. Agreeing with this legitimate view, however, Brillouin adds a more 
penetrating remark: living matter acts as a "negative catalyser," preventing 
its own instable equilibrium frmn decaying into a state of higher probability. 
Indeed, not only the traditional second law of thermodynamics (which does not 
say anything about the speed of entropy-increase) but also the newer irreversible 
thermodynamics (which does say something about it) is incapable of offering any 
useful theory about a negative catalyser. This remark is supplemented by the 
more drastic statement, which Brillouin attributes to P. W. Bridgman, that it is 
impossible, in principle, to calculate or evaluate the entropy of a l iving being. 
"In order to calculate the entropy of a system, it is necessary to create or destroy 
the system in a reversible fashion. We cannot imagine any reversible process by 
which a living organism can be created or killed: birth and death are both an 
irreversible process" (p. 50). This statement may be considered as a more con- 
crete, more specialized version of N. Bohr's comprehensive and often vaguely- 
expressed view that life and physicochemical description are "complementary." 
(Bohr's idea on this problem has often been published since the 1930's and is in- 
cluded in Atomic Physics and Human Knowledge, Wiley, New York, 1958.) At any 
rate, these reflections motivate the author to search for a more general definition 
of entropy. 
At this juncture, the author's confrontation with the then fast-growing In- 
formation Theory becomes significant. Agreeing with N. Wiener on the point 
that information is negentropy (the negative of entropy), he also notices that the 
physical definition of negentropy measures the "value" of organization only in 
terms of combinatorially defined "rarity" or " improbabi l i ty." The notion of 
entropy, if it is to be applicable also to the domain of biology, should be gen- 
eralized so as to include also "functional value" (p. 104). He speculates also that 
such a generalized entropy will deviate considerably from the usual addive law 
of entropy. Noticing, however, that this direct attack on the problem of entropy 
in living matter encounters enormous difficulties, the author turns in another 
direction suggested by information theory, namely, to the relation between 
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acquisit ion of knowledge and thermodynamical  entropy. This leads the author 
to the now famous series of papers on Maxwell's demon, which continue previous 
works by Szilard, Wiener, Gabor, Demers, etc. 
A serendipie byproduct of the exorcism of Maxwell 's demon is Bri l louin's 
negentropy principle of information, otherwise known as the generalized Carnot's 
principle. Even those who are not prepared to accept his principle as formulated 
by Bri l louin will be readily persuaded by Bril louin that  any observation (meas- 
urement) which furnishes information in the amount Z~I is necessarily accom- 
panied by an entropy increase AS such that  2~S>=AI. Introducing negentropy N 
by N = -S ,  one may rewrite this result as A(N + I) _< 0. Bri l louin's interpre~ 
rat ion of this last formula is embodied in his negentropy principle, which states 
that  in an isolated system, the expression "negentropy plus information" can 
only decrease (pp. 145, 175). An obvious alternative interpretat ion of this prin- 
ciple is that  N and I are two aspects of the same ent i ty and one of them can be 
converted into the other with a certain nonnegative loss. In order to claim gen- 
eral ity for this principle, one has to include in the domain of its applicabil ity, 
other than the process of observation and the observer's intervent ion in the 
observed physical system, also the general problem of information processing, 
such as communication, reproduction, etc. Bril louin has an answer to these prob- 
lems, too (pp. 151-156). I t  seems to the reviewer that ,  insofar as we speak of the 
difference aI ,  there is not much difficulty, but as soon as we start  to speak of 
the I itself or the (N + I) of a system, the question becomes quite intr icate. 
Can one at t r ibute  a unique value of I to any arb i t rary system, such as a book, a 
magnetic tape? Does it  not vary  according to the usage? Even in a simple ease 
where the demon converts his information into negentropy by his intervent ion i  
the physical system, should we consider the information content of the demon to 
be changed by his act? Should we consider AI somewhat like AQ (amount of heat 
exchange) in the sense that  I and Q themselves have no definite meaning? The 
reviewer does not intend here to object to the negentropy principle, but wants to 
point  out that  still a great deM of theoretical del iberation is needed before the 
principle can be accepted as a generM prineiple governing cognition and physicM 
phenomena. Precisely for these reasons the argument and opinion presented by 
Bri l louin are ehMlenging to the readers. On the other hand, a restr icted expression 
of this principle, ANmi~ = 0.7 k, may be acceptable to anybody. Here, Nmin is 
the least amount of negentropy necessary to obtain one bit  of information, and k 
is Boltzmann's constant.  (The reviewer's own view on related problems will be 
given in a forthcoming nmnograph on Information Theory, J. Wiley, New York, 
1961 .) 
Whether the reader is persuaded by the principle in whole or only in part,  he 
must acknowledge the interchangeabi l i ty of negentropy and information in a cer- 
ta in sense. And, this realization opens up a new vista on the originM problem of the 
phenomena of life. Thus, he will be prepared to read with sympathy the following 
passage of the book under review, p. 154. "An organized structure is a structure 
about which our information is large. I ts negentropy is higher than that  of a 
disorganized system. We start  now to see some relevance to life. A l iving system 
is organized. If we can define and measure its degree of organization, we may 
perhaps be able to define the characterist ic negentropy of the l iving organism. 
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This has not yet been done in a systematic fashion, but this does not seem to be 
hnpossible. The classical definition of entropy does not serve the purpose (Bridg- 
man),  but  we can try  to apply the definition of information."  In a word, Bri l louin 
suggests that  if we cannot directly define or calculate the negentropy of l iving 
matter,  we may be able to infer it by defining or calculating the corresponding 
information. He is perfectly aware that  even this broader interpretat ion of the 
entropy of l iving matter  cannot entirely escape the l imitations set by Bohr's 
complementarity of life and physicochemical description, and he suggests that  an 
important  progress will be made if we can find a clue to the exact definition of 
these (Bohr's) l imitations (p. 155). To avoid misunderstanding it may be fair 
to note that  Bri l louin is also concerned about other l imitations of Information 
Theory, such as the often-mentioned fact that  the current definition of informa- 
t ion is not capable of giving expression to the relative importance or value of each 
"b i t "  (p. 156). In conclusion we may safely state this much at least: The equival- 
ence, in one sense or another, of information and negentropy, as emphasized and 
discussed in detail by Bril louin may very well serve one day, as he prophetical ly 
envisioned, as one of the first clues to disentangling the difficult problem of l iving 
matter.  
Another,  and perhaps more important  consequence that  Bri l louin draws from 
the relation AS ~ A[ is that  a precise measurement of a continuous variable 
requires an infinitely large negentropy, and is therefore impossible (p. 176). In 
fact, if a point is placed with uniform probabi l i ty density on a line segment of 
length l and if we locate it with uncerta inty  (error allowance) Ax on the line, 
then the obtained information is -k  In (~x/l) in physical units. If the accom- 
panying entropy increase AS is measured by the heat energy AE passing from a 
warmer body to a cooler body (whose temperature difference is T), then AE = 
TAS >= -- l~T In (Ax/1). This means that  the energy ~E we need becomes infinite as 
Am -~ 0. This is a new type of "uncerta inty  pr inciple" governing AE and ~x, in 
addit ion to those uncerta inty  principles derivable from quantum mechanics, 
such as AxAp >~ h and AEAx >= hc. (The last one, at least in this part icular form, 
may be at t r ibuted to Bril louin.) In any event, this s i tuat ion causes our t~nthor 
to delve into the general problem of indeterminat ion with a new incentive and 
increased sharpness. It  is true that  tteisenberg's uncerta inty principle has given 
rise to a deluge of halLphilosophical papers on determinism and indeterminism 
since the 1930's. But Bri l louin's approach is quite different from most of those 
idle writings, which did not bring about any positive or useful consequences. 
Chapter  VI of the book, in which Bril louin gives a bri l l iant answer to one of the 
long-standing problems in analytical  mechanics (a paradigm case of determinist ic 
science!) from the indeterminist ic point of view struck the present reviewer like 
an intel lectual thunderbolt .  The question is : what is energy. In analytical mechan- 
ics, where canonical transformations can be freely applied, there is no clue what- 
soever in the general case for selecting one out of the (n-l) independent constants 
of motion and calling it energy, where n is the number of coordinates plus the 
number  of conjugate momenta. Using Poinc~r~'s results on the three-body prob- 
lem, Bri l louin proposes the following interesting way of defining energy, as 
dist inct from other constants of motion. Instead of considering single tra- 
jectories, consider at each instant  a small bundle of traiectories, corresponding 
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to the fundamenta l  indeterminacy  of measurement .  If we  ask for the constant 
(allowing for a small fixed uncertainty) of mot ion  of a small bundle, instead of a 
trajectory, then that constant, in the most  general case, will turn out uniquely  
to be energy! This is because the other constants of mot ion  remain  constaut on 
each trajectory, but as t ime goes on and  trajectories become intertwined the 
values of these constants on one trajectory and  those on its neighboring traiec- 
tories become very different. This is a beautiful example  of how an indeterministic 
v iewpoint  is essential in understanding natural phenomena.  Indeterminat ion is 
not an inevitable evil, but a positively useful element. This encourages Brillouin 
rightly to denounce  Laplacian determinism: "Laplace's demon is a marve lous  
and  false dream, an absurd mirage. It is impossible to make rigorous observation 
wi thout  errors; it is impossible to calculate without  mak ing  approximations.  
Laplaee's demon (like Maxwel l ' s  demon)  has no relevance to science. Besides, in 
v iew of his age, he has the right for retirement and  oblivion" (p. 216). 
The  above  sketch of some of the main  themes  of the book, does not do justice 
to its readability. In fact, the book  is full of interesting and  vivid anecdotes 
wh ich  make the reading most  entertaining. The  author's recollections of the 
summer  of 1946 when he started this series of inquiries at a hamlet  called Craw-  
ford Notch  near Mount  Wash ington  set a suitable scene for this refreshing story 
(p. 15). His quotat ion of the little known science fiction writer, Kare l  Capek,  as 
inventor not only of the robot but also of atomic  energy came as a surprise to 
the reviewer (p. 21). Every  reader will share the author's admirat ion for Edgar  
Allan Poe's opinion on Babbage's machine, which has not lost a bit of freshness 
even today (p. 75). The section entitled "How to Read Sadi Carnot" (p. 80) is ex- 
tremely instructive to anybody who is interested in the history of science, particu- 
larly, in the curious history of thermodynamics. Usually, only the Second Law is 
attr ibuted to Carnot, but the law of equivalenee and the kinetic theory of heat were 
Mso discovered by Carnot. It  is also refreshing to know (p. 102) that the great 
mathematician-statesman Pai lev6 raised a thermodynamieal question regarding 
the source of mechanical energy produced by a flying bird. Brillouin's description 
(p. 219) of the dawning stage of quantum theory is also vivid and entertaining. 
But the most exciting of all these anecdotes i  the one concerning Brillouin him- 
self, as a young student, revolting against he purely logieo-mathematical view of 
the then authoritative Henri Poinear6 regarding the definition of energy (pp. 196- 
199). His description reflects in brief words a mixture of veneration, affection, and 
a young man's revolt. The amazing part of this anecdote is that Brillouin, now a 
venerable authority himself, comes back after a half-century long detour to this 
old problem, and finds a solution of his own. There is actually more to this anec- 
dote, but it may be part of a reviewer's etMes not to reveal all the climaxes of a 
story. 
In a word,  this small book  can be recommended to anybody,  professional or 
layman, who is interested in science in general, and especially if he is more inter- 
ested in science in the making than in ready-made science. One warning the re- 
viewer has to add is that, in order to profit from this book, the reader has to possess 
a certain degree of familiarity with the linguistic habits of physicists, which are 
quite different from those of mathematicians and logically trained philosophers. 
The writers of the latter group do not allow themselves to use a new term without 
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supplying its definition, nor to write a general statement without adding in the 
same sentence all its exceptions and qualifications. They would above all do every- 
thing possible to avoid syllogistic lapses. Physicists do not worry much about such 
scruples. Definitions and laws are often fused together. Exceptions and qualifica- 
tions may be relegated to a later discussion. If their "physical intuition" is cor- 
rect, the "logic" of nature will impose itself automatically in their description. In 
spite of his typical ucidity, Brillouin is no exception. Fortunately, he shares this 
habit to a lesser degree with most of his fellow-physicists. When he talks about 
"positivism" or about "value" without definition, the reader should not narrow 
his interpretation to the definitions which a philosopher would give to these terms. 
If the reader agrees to adapt himself, at least while reading this book, to the 
physicists' linguistic habits, he will learn much from it. If not, it is only to the 
detriment of the reader, for this book indeed contains a great deal of wisdom. 
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